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Background: Oscillatory phase has been proposed as a key parameter defining the spatiotemporal
structure of neural activity. To enhance our understanding of brain rhythms and improve clinical out-
comes in pathological conditions, modulation of neural activity by transcranial alternating current
stimulation (tACS) emerged as a promising approach. However, the phase-specificity of tACS effects in
humans is still critically debated.
Objective: Here, we investigated the phase-specificity of tACS on visually evoked steady state responses
(SSRs) in 24 healthy human participants.
Methods: We used an intermittent electrical stimulation protocol and assessed the influence of tACS on
SSR amplitude in the interval immediately following tACS. A neural network model served to validate the
plausibility of experimental findings.
Results: We observed a modulation of SSR amplitudes dependent on the phase shift between flicker and
tACS. The tACS effect size was negatively correlated with the strength of flicker-evoked activity. Sup-
ported by simulations, data suggest that strong network synchronization limits further neuromodulation
by tACS. Neural sources of phase-specific effects were localized in the parieto-occipital cortex within
flicker-entrained regions. Importantly, the optimal phase shift between flicker and tACS associated with
strongest SSRs was correlated with SSR phase delays in the tACS target region.
Conclusions: Overall, our data provide electrophysiological evidence for phase-specific modulations of
rhythmic brain activity by tACS in humans. As the optimal timing of tACS application was dependent on
cortical SSR phase delays, our data suggest that tACS effects were not mediated by retinal co-stimulation.
These findings highlight the potential of tACS for controlled, phase-specific modulations of neural
activity.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Oscillations are a prominent feature of brain network dynamics
proposed to be of particular importance for neural processing and,
by extension, for normal and pathological brain function [1e4].
Modulation of such cortical activity by means of non-invasive brain
stimulation represents a promising approach to advance knowl-
edge on the functional role of the temporal patterning of neural
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activity and to improve clinical outcomes in disorders related to
aberrant neural synchrony. Specifically, transcranial alternating
current stimulation (tACS) is widely applied with the aim to entrain
neural activity, assuming a periodic modulation of membrane po-
tentials and a phase alignment of intrinsic oscillations to the tACS
phase. This assumption is supported by studies in slice preparations
and recordings in primates showing phase-specific modulations of
neuronal spiking patterns by externally applied electric fields
[5e8]. However, evidence from invasive recordings in animals may
not directly be transferable to tACS effects in the human brain.
Despite its broad use in basic and clinical science, the neural
mechanism of tACS in humans is still under investigation and its
overall efficacy has recently been challenged [9]. Measurements of
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the electric field strength in human cadaver brains and in epilepsy
patients with implanted electrodes showed that most of the scalp-
applied current is attenuated by skin and skull thereby questioning
significant neural entrainment [9e11]. These findings, paralleled by
inconsistent behavioral tACS effects [12e14], raised skepticism in
the scientific community.

The theoretically ideal approach to counter this criticism by
direct measurements of tACS-induced effects on neural activity in
humans is currently not feasible due to strong and hard-to-predict
electrical artifacts in concurrent recordings of extracellular poten-
tials [15,16]. To provide evidence for acute phase-specific neuronal
effects despite these methodological constraints, most studies
assessed tACS effects on indirect measures assumed to be mediated
by brain rhythms. For instance, tACS applied in the alpha and beta
range was shown to lead to cyclic modulations of auditory, so-
matosensory or visual stimulus perception [17e20]. Further insight
has been provided in the motor domain, by showing tACS-phase-
dependent changes in cortical excitability [21e23] or peripheral
tremor [24e26]. Yet, these prior conclusions only hold true under
the assumption that the chosen outcome measures are reliable
proxies for cortical rhythmic activity. The emergence of tremor, for
instance, does not only rely on oscillatory cortical sources in the
sensorimotor region but arises from complex information flow
between cortex, cerebellum and thalamus [27]. Thus, direct elec-
trophysiological evidence for phase-specific neuromodulation by
tACS in humans is still missing.

Here, we used an innovative approach that combines rhythmic
electrical with rhythmic sensory stimulation to test the phase-
specificity of tACS. Via electroencephalography (EEG) we
measured neural tACS effects on precisely controlled brain rhythms
evoked by visual flicker, i.e., visually evoked steady state responses
(SSRs), as a function of six phase shifts between tACS and flicker.
Using an intermittent electrical stimulation protocol, concurrent
10 Hz flicker andmulti-electrode tACS targeting the occipital cortex
were applied in two sessions under active and sham tACS. Artifact
free epochs in the interval immediately following tACS offset were
used for SSR amplitude analysis (Fig. 1). We predicted that the
amplitude of flicker-evoked rhythmic activity should be systemat-
ically modulated by the applied electric field dependent on the
phase shift between flicker and tACS.

Materials and methods

Participants

24 healthy volunteers (mean age 25.1 ± 3.3 years; 16 female; 8
male; 22 right-handed) were recruited from the University Medical
Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany. The sample size was chosen
based on the effect sizes between sham and active tACS in previous
studies showing phase-dependent stimulation effects on sensory
perception or peripheral tremor [18,24,28]. All participants re-
ported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no history of psy-
chiatric or neurological disorders and were blind towards the tACS
stimulation sequence. The experimental protocol was approved by
the ethics committee of the Hamburg Medical Association and was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All par-
ticipants gave written informed consent before participation. Par-
ticipants weremonetarily compensated and debriefed immediately
after the experiment.

Experimental design

All subjects participated in two separate sessions in a random-
ized, counterbalanced order under sham and active tACS. Partici-
pants were seated in a dimly lit, electrically shielded and sound-
attenuated EEG chamber at a distance of approximately 40 cm to
a white light emitting diode (LED). Prior to the main tACS block,
3 min eyes-open resting state EEG (RSpre) was recorded while
participants fixated the white illuminated LED. Afterwards, EEG
during an 8 min SSR block without tACS (SSRpre) was recorded.
Single flicker periods (50 in total) were presented for 5.5 s followed
by short breaks of 3e5 s. The timing of flicker presentation was
identical to the procedure used in the main tACS block. In the tACS
block, EEG was recorded continuously during the intermittent tACS
protocol. Each trial started with tACS only and was followed by
flicker onset after 3e5 s. The flicker continued until the end of the
trial for 5.5 s in total. tACS free intervals of 2.5 s were used for EEG
data analysis. Single tACS periods had a duration of 6e8 s. Between
successive tACS epochs, tACS phase was continuous by adjusting
only the amplitude but not the phase of the sine wave spanning the
whole testing session. To account for the varying phase delay be-
tween neural activity induced by sensory and electrical stimulation,
the visual flicker started at six different phase angles (0�, 60�, 120�,
180�, 240� and 300�) relative to the tACS cycle. 50 trials were
recorded for each of the six phase shift conditions (300 trials in
total). The sequence of trials was randomized such that every phase
shift condition was followed equally likely by all other conditions.
Moreover, to avoid confounding time-on-task effects on alpha
amplitude, trials belonging to different conditions were evenly
distributed over the course of the testing session by iterate per-
mutation. The tACS block was divided in two blocks interrupted by
a 10 min break. After the tACS block, another SSR block without
tACS (SSRpost) and resting state EEG (RSpost) were recorded.

Transcranial stimulation

Multi-electrode tACS was applied via five additional Ag/AgCl
electrodes (12 mm diameter) mounted between EEG electrodes.
The montage was connected to a battery-driven current source
(DC-Stimulator Plus, NeuroConn). After preparation with Signa
electrolyte gel (Parker Laboratories Inc.), impedance of each outer
electrode to the middle electrode was kept below 20 kU. Moreover,
impedances were kept comparable to achieve an evenly distributed
electric field. A sinusoidal alternating current of 2 mA peak-to-peak
was applied at 10 Hz using an intermittent stimulation protocol. It
has previously been shown that flicker-evoked SSRs show strongest
amplitudes in the alpha frequency range [29]. Also, most reliable
evidence for aftereffects of tACS on oscillatory power has been
demonstrated in the alpha band that was proposed to result from
neural phase alignment during stimulation [30,31]. Thus, we chose
10 Hz to test for the general feasibility of phase-specific effects by
tACS, although our approach is not limited to this stimulation fre-
quency. For sham stimulation, the current was ramped in and out
over 15 s each. This procedure ensured that in both stimulation
conditions, participants experienced initial skin sensations. During
active stimulation, the current was ramped in over 15 s to 2 mA.
After 90 s of continuous stimulation, tACS periods of 6e8 s without
ramp were applied interrupted by short breaks of 2.5 s for EEG
analysis. Total stimulation time during the active session was
40 min.

All participants confirmed that stimulation was acceptable and
did not induce painful skin sensations. The most common side-
effect was a tingling feeling on the scalp under the electrode.
During the debriefing at the end of the final session, except for two
subjects all participants correctly rated the sequence of active and
sham stimulation. Further, no participant reported phosphene
perception. This finding is in line with our simulation of the tACS-
induced electric field which greatly diminishes with increasing
distance to stimulation electrodes and is expected to be low in the
retina [32].



Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Schematic display of the experimental timeline. The experiment was conducted on two separate days for active tACS and sham stimulation. Resting
state (RS) and visually evoked steady state response (SSR) data without tACS were recorded pre and post to the tACS blocks. (B) tACS electrode montage and power of the tACS-
induced stimulation field. The occipital electrode montage induced highest current densities over the primary visual cortex and current spread in surrounding areas. Maximum
peak-to-peak difference in field strength was about 0.7 V/m (C) A schematic of the hypothesized effect of tACS on flicker-driven responses. Each trial started with tACS only, followed
by flicker onset after 3e5 s. The flicker continued for 5.5 s until the end of the trial. Flicker and tACS induce phase alignment of neural activity as illustrated for local neural potentials
that can outlast the stimulation period for a few cycles after stimulation offset (red-shaded tACS entrainment echo). If voltage modulations by tACS and flicker interact in a phase-
specific manner, SSRs should reflect this interaction in net amplitude modulations of the scalp electroencephalogram (EEG). The gray-shaded intervals were used for tACS artifact-
free EEG data analysis. (D) To vary the phase between neural activity induced by electrical and sensory rhythmic stimulation, visual flicker started at six different phase shifts
relative to the tACS cycle. 50 trials per phase angle were presented in randomized order. (E) Predicted enhancement and suppression of net SSR amplitudes based on the phase-shift
between flicker and tACS.
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Electrophysiological recording

EEG was recorded continuously from 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes
(12 mm diameter) mounted in an elastic cap (Easycap). The elec-
trooculogramwas recorded from two electrodes placed below both
eyes with the EEG referenced to the nose tip. Electrodes were
prepared with abrasive conducting gel (Abralyt 2000, Easycap)
keeping impedance below 20 kU. EEG data were recorded using
BrainAmp DC amplifiers (Brain Products GmbH) and the corre-
sponding software (Brain Products GmbH, Recorder 1.20). Data
were recorded with an online passband of 0.016e250 Hz and
digitized with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
Data analysis

EEG spectral analysis was performed on sensor and source level.
We expected to find phase-specific tACS-induced modulations of
SSR amplitude at electrode positions showing prominent phase
alignment to flicker stimulation. Therefore, we assessed the spatial
distribution of phase locking values (PLVs) between EEG and visual
flicker in the SSRpre blocks without tACS (see Supplementary Ma-
terial A).

For analysis of SSR amplitude modulation during the tACS block,
we computed the Fourier transform of each trial separately for the
time epochs of 0.1e1.1 s, 0.6e1.6 s and 1.1e2.1 s after tACS offset.
The first 0.1 s after stimulation offset were rejected before EEG data
filtering to avoid smearing of initial tACS artifacts into the analysis
time window. A thorough tACS artifact correction procedure was
applied to prevent leakage of electrical artifacts into the
stimulation-free epochs as described in detail in Supplementary
Material A. To correct for global alpha amplitude fluctuations over
time independent of experimental manipulation, SSR amplitude
was defined as a relative amplitude value by subtracting the mean
amplitude at neighboring frequencies (9 and 11 Hz) from the ab-
solute amplitude at the stimulation frequency.
For the assessment of SSR amplitude modulation dependent on
the relative phase shift between tACS and flicker, bar diagrams
were constructed showing the variation in SSR amplitude over
phase shift conditions. SSR amplitude was normalized by the sum
of amplitude values over all six conditions. Assignment of trials to
phase conditions for the sham session was performed using the
same trial numbers as under tACS stimulation, thereby ensuring
equal time-on-task effects for both sessions. Amplitudemodulation
was assessed via three modulation measures. First, we calculated
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL), measuring the deviation of
the observed amplitude distribution P from a uniform distribution
U defined as

DKLðP;UÞ¼
XN
i¼1

PðiÞ log
�
PðiÞ
UðiÞ

�
(1)

where N is the number of phase bins [33]. Strict uniformly
distributed amplitude values would be reflected in DKL¼ 0 whereas
DKL increases the further away P gets from U. Second, we assessed
whether the tACS-induced amplitude modulation over phase
conditions follows a cyclic pattern, as hypothesized based on the
sinusoidal nature of tACS. Therefore, we calculated the locking of
amplitude values to phase condition (amplitude phase locking,
APL) defined as

APL ¼
�����
1
b

X
b

Ab e
iqb

����� (2)

where A and q are the normalized relative amplitude and phase
shift for each of the six phase shift conditions b. Third, to further
investigate whether the tACS-induced SSR amplitude modulation
can be described by a sinusoidal pattern, we fitted one-cycle sine
waves to SSR amplitude bar diagram values [18,34]. Thus, while DKL
describes a general modulation of SSR amplitudes, APL and sine fit
assess systematic, phase-dependent modulation patterns.



Fig. 2. Phase locking values (PLVs) of steady state responses (SSRs) to flicker phase
over all trials of the active and sham SSRpre blocks. (A) SSR during 5.5 s flicker stim-
ulation computed as the average of 50 raw EEG traces of one exemplary participant at
channel POz. Blue lines mark the onset and offset of visual flicker. The gray-shaded
area depicts the time window used for EEG data analysis. (B) Source and sensor
level spatial distribution of mean PLVs over all participants with maximal phase
locking over the parieto-occipital cortex. Markers correspond to channels selected on
sensor level for SSR amplitude analysis. The lower part shows the interindividual
variation in phase delays between flicker and resulting cortical SSR exemplary for
electrode O1. (C) Mean amplitude spectrum during flicker stimulation and resting state
over all participants for the four selected channels on sensor level. Shaded areas
indicate the standard error of the mean. (D) The strength of SSR-flicker phase locking
at the four parieto-occipital channels is positively correlated with the increase in SSR
amplitude from resting state to SSRpre blocks across participants (r ¼ .42, p ¼ .039,
n ¼ 24). *p < .05.
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For each of the three modulation indices, we calculated
dependent samples t-tests for the three time epochs after tACS
offset between sham and active tACS on sensor level. Effect sizes
were determined by calculating Cohen’s dz for paired t-test com-
parisons. To account for comparisons in multiple timewindows, we
applied Bonferroni correction to the significance level and report
test statistics if the corresponding p-value fell below the corrected
alpha of abonf ¼ .0167 (¼ .05/3). For source localization of tACS ef-
fects, neural activity was estimated using exact low resolution brain
electromagnetic tomography (eLORETA) [35]. We analyzed the APL
parameter resulting from the epoch immediately following tACS
offset in source space and computed dependent samples t-tests at
each grid point using cluster-based permutation tests. Finally, we
checked for a potential SSR modulation by electrical co-stimulation
of the retina, in which case the individual cortical SSR phase delay
relative to flicker should have no predictive value for the optimal
flicker-tACS phase shift leading to SSR enhancement. Accordingly,
the dependency of optimal flicker-tACS phase shifts on the cortical
flicker-SSR phase delays was examined by computing circular-
circular correlations per channel using cluster-based permutation
tests [36]. For a detailed description of spectral and statistical data
analyses see Supplementary Material A.

Results

Flicker-evoked neural phase alignment in the parieto-occipital
cortex

To analyze sensory entrainment by visual flicker, we assessed
the degree and spatial distribution of phase locking between EEG
and 10 Hz flicker stimulation. Estimated time series on source level
displayed a prominent peak of parieto-occipital EEG-flicker PLV
(Fig. 2B). Strong phase locking was located in the superior and
middle occipital gyrus as well as in bilateral precuneus and cuneus.
According to our hypothesis of sensory-electric interaction that
requires sufficiently high phase-consistency of the targeted
rhythm, we selected electrodeswithmean PLV> 0.5 for the analysis
of phase-specific SSR amplitude modulation by tACS. Mean PLV for
the four selected channels (corresponding to electrodes O1, O2,
POz, Pz) during both SSRpre blocks over all participants was
0.56 ± 0.16 (mean ± sd). As illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 2B,
data showed varying phase delays between flicker and cortical SSR
across participants, likely originating from individual delays in
neural propagation of SSRs and individual anatomy. Further,
spectra revealed an amplitude increase at the flicker stimulation
frequency compared to resting state (t(23) ¼ 6.99, p < .001,
dz ¼ 1.43; Fig. 2C). Between-subject correlation showed that the
strength of EEG-flicker phase locking was positively correlatedwith
the increase in SSR amplitude from resting state to flicker stimu-
lation in SSRpre blocks (r ¼ .42, p ¼ .039) (Fig. 2D).

Phase-dependent amplitude modulation of flicker-evoked activity
by tACS

To test the hypothesis that simultaneous tACS and flicker
stimulation lead to phase-specific interactions between sensory-
evoked neural activity and tACS electric field, we assessed differ-
ences in SSR amplitudes between tACS phase conditions. Fig. 3A
depicts normalized SSR amplitude bar diagrams over the six phase
shift conditions for two exemplary participants. During sham, the
data showed small fluctuations in SSR amplitude with no prefer-
ence for a particular phase shift condition. In contrast, active
stimulation led to phase-dependentmodulations of SSR amplitudes
indicating an interaction between tACS-induced electric field and
flicker-evoked rhythmic activity. The degree of tACS-phase-
dependence of SSR amplitude was quantified via three different
modulation measures: (1) Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL),
measuring the deviation of amplitude values from a uniform dis-
tribution, (2) the locking of amplitude values to phase conditions
(APL) and (3) one-cycle sine fit to SSR amplitude values. We
compared these measures between tACS and sham for time win-
dows directly following tACS offset (0.1e1.1 s) and with some delay
(0.6e1.6 s and 1.1e2.1 s).

Immediately after tACS offset, SSR amplitude distributions
deviated significantly stronger from uniform distribution as quan-
tified by DKL compared to sham (t(23) ¼ 3.26, p ¼ .003 < abonf,
dz ¼ 0.67; Fig. 3B). Phase locking of amplitude values to phase
condition measured by APL was significantly larger after tACS
(t(23) ¼ 3.06, p ¼ .005 < abonf, dz ¼ 0.63). Similarly, also the one-
cycle sine wave fit to SSR amplitudes showed a significantly
greater amplitude of the sine fit under tACS (t(23) ¼ 3.58,
p ¼ .002 < abonf, dz ¼ 0.73; Fig. 3B). The proportion of explained
variance R2 by sine fit was greater for SSR amplitude modulation
under tACS compared to sham (t(23) ¼ 2.52, p ¼ .019, dz ¼ 0.52). In
successive time windows, the modulatory tACS effect decayed for
all three modulation parameters (Fig. 3E and Supplementary
Material B, Table B1).

In order to test whether this modulatory effect was mediated by
the overall amplitude or variability of alpha activity, we compared



Fig. 3. Steady state response (SSR) amplitude modulation by tACS for the time window of 0.1e1.1 s after stimulation offset during the tACS block on sensor level. (A) SSR amplitude
bar graphs for two exemplary participants. SSR amplitude values differ in the degree of phase dependence under tACS compared to sham. Inserted lines show sinusoidal fits to the
data. (B) Significantly increased Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL), enhanced phase locking of amplitude values to phase condition (APL) and sine fit amplitudes under tACS relative
to sham. (C, D) Phase-dependent amplitude modulation is not paralleled by differences in mean absolute 10 Hz alpha amplitude or mean SSR amplitude over all trials and par-
ticipants between stimulation conditions. Shaded areas and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. (E) Decay in tACS effect size over three time windows after tACS
offset. Bar graphs show the mean difference in SSR amplitude modulation between active and sham tACS condition quantified via three modulation measures. Asterisks mark the
uncorrected p-value of dependent samples t-tests. Only statistical tests for the first 1 s time epoch after tACS offset remain significant after Bonferroni correction for comparisons in
multiple time windows (abonf ¼ 0.0167; 0.05/3). Error bars represent the standard error. *p < .05; **p < .01.
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mean SSR amplitude, mean absolute 10 Hz amplitude and standard
deviation of SSR amplitudes in the first epoch after tACS offset be-
tween sham and tACS condition. None of these comparisons yielded
significant differences (SSR amplitude: t(23) ¼ �1.01, p ¼ .321,
dz ¼ �0.21; Fig. 3D; absolute 10 Hz alpha amplitude: t(23) ¼ -.94,
p ¼ .36, dz ¼ �0.19; Fig. 3C; standard deviation of SSR amplitudes:
t(23)¼ -.30, p¼ .767, dz¼�0.06; see also SupplementaryMaterial B,
Table B2). Taken together, data implies a strengthening and damp-
ening of SSR amplitudes dependent on the phase shift between tACS
and flicker stimulation.

Spatial localization and dependency of tACS effects on individual
physiology

The spatial specificity of tACS effects was analyzed in source
space for the APL modulation parameter. Compared to DKL, APL is a
more specific index assuming systematic amplitude modulations
by tACS. Moreover, its computation is more stable compared to the
sine fit as no assumptions about parameter ranges are required.
Cluster analysis in source space showed significantly increased SSR
amplitudemodulation quantified by APL during active tACS relative
to sham in a cluster over the parieto-occipital cortex (cluster test:
p ¼ .004; Fig. 4A). Significant differences were located primarily in
the bilateral precuneus, superior parietal gyrus and midcingulate
area as well as the cuneus and calcarine sulcus. These were part of
flicker-entrained brain areas, located in tACS-targeted cortical re-
gions and connected higher visual areas (cf. Fig. 2B). Cluster anal-
ysis on sensor level confirmed significant SSR modulation at the
four channels selected for sensor level analysis and at channels Iz,
CPz and P1 (cluster test: p¼ .011). Interestingly, visual inspection of
source localization suggests that tACS effects on SSR amplitude
were weaker in the middle and superior occipital gyrus, where
neural phase alignment to the visual flicker was dominant, and
were stronger in neighboring occipital and parietal regions.

In accordance with this finding, we further observed a highly
significant between-subject correlation of SSR amplitudemodulation
quantified by APL with the underlying strength of EEG-flicker phase
locking during active tACS on sensor level (r ¼ -.66, p < .001). Par-
ticipants with strong neural synchronization by flicker showed
weaker SSR amplitudemodulation by tACS (Fig. 4B). This relationwas
non-significant during the sham session (r ¼ -.38, p ¼ .067). To test
that stronger phase locking is not generally associated with less
amplitude variation and, thus, weaker APL values, we computed the
correlation between the differences in PLVs with corresponding dif-
ferences inAPLvaluesbetweenshamandtACScondition. ThePearson
correlation coefficient was not significant (r ¼ -.31, p ¼ .143), sug-
gesting that the strong negative relation between SSR-flicker phase
locking and SSR modulation is specific for tACS-induced neuro-
modulation. Our results, thus, emphasize the impact of the individual
physiology, influenced by the neuronal response strength to visual
flicker, for the detection of neural tACS effects. The negative correla-
tion further suggests the existence of ceiling effects in tACS neuro-
modulation, with tACS effects being limited when neural activity at
the stimulation frequency was highly synchronous, i.e., when the
network was already optimally driven.

In order to gain mechanistic insight into the relation between
flicker-evoked synchronization and tACS effect size, we simulated a
spiking network model of 1000 randomly connected neurons. Excit-
atory and inhibitory neurons were described by the model of Izhi-
kevich [37] and network activitywas tuned to an alpha oscillation by
adapting parameters of an existing network model [38]. A detailed
description of the model parameters is given in Supplementary Ma-
terial A. To simulate flicker and tACS effects on neural spiking activity,
two sinusoidal inputs with systematic phase shift were added. The
amplitude of flicker input was ten times larger compared to the tACS
input. The proportion of excitatory neurons receiving flicker sine
input was logarithmically increased from 0 to 100% to simulate
varying strengths of flicker-evoked synchronization in the network,
while tACS sine input was given to all excitatory neurons. Fig. 3C
depicts normalized SSR amplitude values dependent on the six
flicker-tACS phase shifts and the proportion of neurons driven by
flicker input. In the absence of flicker input, there was no evoked



Fig. 4. Steady state response (SSR) amplitude modulation across flicker-tACS phase
shifts quantified by amplitude phase locking (APL) during the first 1 s epoch after tACS.
(A) Source and sensor level analysis of differences in SSR modulation quantified by APL
between active and sham tACS show significant clusters over the parieto-occipital
cortex. (B) On sensor level, between-subject correlation shows that the tACS effect
size quantified via APL is negatively related to EEG-flicker phase locking during the
tACS block (r ¼ -.66, p < .001, n ¼ 24). (C) Neural network simulation on the relation
between tACS effect size and the strength of flicker-evoked network synchronization.
Neurons were driven by two sinusoidal inputs, Iflicker and ItACS, at six phase shifts. Only
for intermediate flicker-driven network synchronization strengths, data show sys-
tematic modulations of normalized SSR amplitudes dependent on the relative phase-
shift between flicker and tACS. With further increasing flicker-evoked network syn-
chronization, a successively larger proportion of neurons is phase-locked to the flicker
input, being less susceptible to weak tACS inputs. The corresponding decline in APL
values matches the observed negative correlation in our experimental dataset.
***p < .001.
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neuronal phase alignment that could interact with tACS effects,
resulting in APL values at noise level. For intermediate network syn-
chronizationwith PLV of 0.3, tACS input showed clear phase-specific
modulatory effects on SSR amplitude which declined when flicker-
evoked synchronization was further increased in the network. This
simulation result resembles the negative correlation between tACS
effect size and SSR-flicker phase locking in our experimental dataset.
Thus, our simulations suggest that phase-dependent interactions
between SSR and tACS effects are only observable if phase locking to
flicker is present, yet, dominant flicker-evoked network synchroni-
zation can limit further neuromodulation by tACS.
tACS effects were not mediated by retinal stimulation

To examine the potential involvement of electrical co-
stimulation of the retina on SSR amplitude modulation, we
analyzed the dependency of optimal flicker-tACS phase shifts
associated with strongest SSR enhancement on individual flicker-
SSR phase delays in the visual cortex. Assuming an interaction
between flicker and electric field at the retinal level, the neural
phase delay of the cortical SSR should have no predictive value for
the optimal timing of tACS application. Notably, only during active
tACS, permutation tests revealed a significant cluster of occipital
electrodes (O1, O2, O9, O10; cluster test: p ¼ .009) showing a cir-
cular correlation between SSR phase delay and optimal flicker-tACS
phase shift across participants (Fig. 5). The mean correlation coef-
ficient across cluster electrodes was r ¼ -.54. Corresponding per-
mutation tests during sham showed no significant electrode
cluster. This implies that the interaction between flicker-evoked
responses and tACS effects was unlikely to be caused by retinal
co-stimulation.

Discussion

We used an innovative approach to study the phase-specificity
of tACS effects in humans by systematically pairing rhythmic
electrical with rhythmic visual stimulation. Using EEG, we evalu-
ated the amplitude of flicker-evoked SSRs in the interval immedi-
ately following tACS delivered at six different phase shifts relative
to flicker. We demonstrate that SSR amplitudes are modulated in a
tACS phase-dependent manner, leading to both enhancement and
suppression of visually evoked activity. The individual phase delay
between flicker and cortical SSR is predictive of the optimal timing
of tACS application. Interestingly, tACS effect size is limited by the
strength of the underlying flicker-evoked network synchronization,
pointing to ceiling effects in tACS effectiveness. The plausibility of
such ceiling effects is demonstrated by simulations of a spiking
network model.

Previous investigations into the tACS mechanism of action
typically aimed to modulate ongoing or task-related brain oscilla-
tions which show high variability in frequency and phase consis-
tency. Here, we used SSRs that allow the precise setting of the
neural waveform in the visual cortex. While the mechanism un-
derlying SSR generation is being debated, increasing evidence
supports the involvement of entrained endogenous oscillations in
the processing of rhythmic visual input [39e41]. Yet, irrespective of
their exact physiological origin, SSRs can be treated as stimulus-
driven brain rhythms with predictable time course, which en-
ables a highly specific targeting by tACS. Notably, compared to
ongoing activity, the phase of the SSR is not expected to be shifted
by tACS as EEG recordings will always show dominant phase
locking to the driving flicker. Rather, if neural activity related to
electrical and sensory stimulation interact in a phase-specific
manner, SSRs should reflect this interaction in net amplitude
modulations. Our data confirmed that SSR amplitudes measured
immediately after tACS offset are dependent on the relative phase
shift between flicker and tACS. Importantly, as data show no overall
amplitude increase of SSRs by tACS (Fig. 3D), results imply a phase-
dependent enhancement and suppression of flicker responses. This
is in accordance with recent invasive recordings in animals,
showing that tACS modulates neuronal spike timing rather than
spike rate [7,8]. Thus, our data provide the first conclusive evidence
for the phase-specificity of tACS effects in human electrophysio-
logical recordings.

The phase-dependent modulation of SSR amplitude was robust
under three modulation measures but already decayed during the
first 2 s after tACS offset. While lasting power enhancement after
prolonged alpha tACS has been repeatedly shown and ascribed to
synaptic plasticity mechanisms [30,31,42], evidence for outlasting
effects on phase synchronization is still sparse. Yet, neural oscilla-
tory activity entrained during rhythmic electric, magnetic or visual
stimulation were shown to remain stable for a few cycles after



Fig. 5. Relationship between the cortical steady state response (SSR) phase delay relative to flicker and the optimal timing of tACS application associated with strongest SSRs. (A)
Raw EEG data during the tACS block of one representative participant at electrode O1. Data during the last 0.2 s of tACS stimulation show strong electrical artifacts. The gray-shaded
area depicts the time window used for data analysis. (B) In case of an interference of flicker and electric field in the retina, the optimal flicker-tACS phase shift should be inde-
pendent of individual cortical SSR phase delays and be comparable across participants as exemplified in the polar plot. In contrast, a significant cluster of occipital electrodes reveals
a circular correlation between optimal flicker-tACS phase shift and subject-specific SSR phase delays only during the tACS session. This suggests an interaction of tACS effects and
SSR at early stages of visual cortical processing with concurrent spread of activity to higher visual areas. (C) Polar plots show flicker-SSR phase delays for all participants grouped by
optimal flicker-tACS phase shift conditions exemplary for electrode O1. Blue circles show the mean flicker-SSR phase delay computed over all trials per participant and arrows depict
the mean phase angle over all trials per optimal flicker-tACS phase shift condition. Circular plots on the right summarize the course of the mean flicker-SSR phase angles over the six
flicker-tACS phase shift conditions (gray color code corresponds to flicker-tACS phase shifts of preceding polar plots). During tACS, the data show a significant circular correlation
between individual SSR phase delays and optimal flicker-tACS phase shifts across participants. There is no significant circular correlation during the sham session.
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stimulation offset [43e45]. These short-lived reverberations of
oscillatory activity, phase-locked to the external force, have been
termed entrainment echoes [44,46]. Notably, Vossen et al. [30]
could not find evidence for entrainment echoes after short tACS
epochs of 3 or 8 s length. However, while tACS phase effects might
not be detectable as prolonged phase locking in ongoing brain ac-
tivity, flicker-induced brain rhythms may increase the signal-to-
noise ratio and thereby enhance the detectability of short-lived
tACS aftereffects. Our results are compatible with the assumption
of tACS-induced entrainment of neural activity, which yet cannot be
tested directly due to artifact-contaminated EEG recordings. We
speculate that the observed effects generalize to tACS and SSRs in
other frequency bands of the human EEG, which should be sys-
tematically investigated in future studies.

Interestingly, the efficacy of tACS was inversely related to the
strength of the underlying flicker response. More precisely, tACS-
induced SSR amplitude modulation was limited in participants
showing highest network synchronization by visual flicker. It has
repeatedly been demonstrated that tACS effect sizes are related to
the baseline level of oscillatory activity, with effects only being
measurable when power at the stimulated frequency was low
[47e49]. Similarly, our data indicate that in participants and
anatomical regions exhibiting strong EEG-flicker phase locking,
dominant synchronous neural activity was less prone to the effect
of tACS. Our simulation of a simple network model of spiking
neurons reveals a possible mechanism for this effect. While
network synchronization by flicker is the prerequisite for phase-
dependent interactions between flicker-evoked activity and tACS
effects, dominant entrainment in an increasing number of neurons
by a relatively strong driving force (i.e., flicker) might limit sus-
ceptibility for entrainment to the weaker source (i.e., tACS).

An important consideration for the interpretation of tACS effects
is the possible involvement of peripheral sensory co-stimulation
that may indirectly lead to neural entrainment. First, electric
stimulation of peripheral nerves in the skin can induce rhythmic
activation of the somatosensory cortex. While somatosensory
entrainment has been shown to at least partly explain tACS effects
on motor cortex [50], recent studies demonstrated that tACS affects
neural activity even if somatosensory input is controlled for [7,51].
Thus, tACS can exert its effect via direct transcranial as well as in-
direct somatosensory entrainment, and both can theoretically
contribute to physiological modulations depending on the stimu-
lation protocol. The close link between motor and somatosensory
regionsmay explain the predominance of cutaneous co-stimulation
effects when targeting the motor cortex. Yet, evidence for the
spatial specificity of occipital or fronto-occipital tACS effects by the
use of active control montages support a predominant transcranial
mechanism of action in these studies [7,52]. In our data, the de-
pendency of tACS effects on the SSR phase delay over the primary
visual cortex, i.e., the target region of the electrical stimulation, may
support transcranial stimulation effects on SSR at early stages of
visual cortical processing with concurrent spread of activity to
higher visual areas, likely via polysynaptic interactions along the
visual stream [53e55]. However, to rule out entirely that SSRs were
influenced by somatosensory co-stimulation, a control electrode
montage would be necessary that elicits equivalent tactile
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sensation without stimulating the cortex. This is challenging as
cutaneous stimulation effects may not only depend on current
strength but also on the distribution and sensitivity of skin re-
ceptors and cranial nerves in the stimulated area [56]. Therefore,
the development of valid control montages is one of the key goals in
future tACS research.

Second, it has been noted that tACS can cause activation of the
retinae due to shunting of scalp-applied currents across the skin.
Although no participant reported phosphene sensation with the
used focal ring montage, sub-threshold activation of the retinae
could in principle have an impact on visual processing, which was
previously dealt with by using control electrode montages [56].
Here, our experimental approach allowed to directly investigate the
influence of retinal stimulation effects. It is well documented that
flicker stimulation will inevitably lead to variable phase delays in
the recordable SSR [57,58]. Accordingly, a cortical interaction be-
tween tACS effects and SSRs should be associated with varying
optimal phase shifts between tACS and flicker across participants.
This was exemplified in a study by Ruhnau et al. [59], showing that
simultaneously started tACS and flicker did not lead to tACS-
induced power increases of the fundamental SSR component in
the overall sample. In our study, we could show that the optimal
flicker-tACS phase shift associated with strongest SSRs was corre-
lated with the individual flicker-SSR phase delay over the primary
visual cortex. This finding suggests that it is possible to predict the
optimal timing of tACS application based on the subject-specific
neural phase of the cortical SSR. Importantly, this dependency
cannot be explained by an interference between flicker and electric
field at the retinal level, which should be independent of post-
retinal neural processing and, therefore, result in comparable
optimal flicker-tACS phase shifts across participants. Thus, our
finding strongly suggests that the interaction between tACS effect
and SSR was not mediated by retinal co-stimulation.

In conclusion, we provide the first conclusive electrophysio-
logical evidence for the efficacy of tACS to modulate rhythmic
cortical activity in a phase-dependent manner in humans. Impor-
tantly, we found that the optimal phase shift between electrical and
visual stimulation varies between participants and depends on the
neural phase delay of the visual response in the tACS target region.
This result cannot be explained by peripheral electrical co-
stimulation of the retina. Furthermore, our data corroborate the
notion that tACS effect size is limited by the strength of the targeted
oscillatory activity level. Taken together, our findings show that
individual functional properties and the current brain state need to
be considered to achieve specific, custom-fit neuromodulation. In
the context of the ongoing debate on the overall capability of tACS
to entrain neural activity in humans, our results make a strong case
for its periodic impact on neuronal excitability that would allow for
frequency- and phase-specific modulations of brain signals.
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